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Abstract

In 1989, computer searches by Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz1

experimentally resolved Lam’s problem from projective2

geometry—the long-standing problem of determining if a3

projective plane of order ten exists. Both the original search4

and an independent verification in 2011 discovered no such5

projective plane. However, these searches were each per-6

formed using highly specialized custom-written code and did7

not produce nonexistence certificates. In this paper, we re-8

solve Lam’s problem by translating the problem into Boolean9

logic and use satisfiability (SAT) solvers to produce nonex-10

istence certificates that can be verified by a third party.11

Our work uncovered consistency issues in both previous12

searches—highlighting the difficulty of relying on special-13

purpose search code for nonexistence results.14

1 Introduction15

Projective geometry was developed in the 1600s by renais-16

sance artists and mathematicians in order to describe how17

to project a three dimensional scene onto a two dimensional18

canvas. Projective geometry has the counter-intuitive prop-19

erty that any two lines must meet. For example, a pair of20

train tracks (parallel lines in three dimensions) when pro-21

jected onto two dimensions will meet on the horizon.22

Despite an intensive amount of study for over 200 years23

some basic questions about projective geometry remain un-24

settled. For example—how many points can a projective ge-25

ometry have? A geometry is said to be finite if it contains26

a finite number of points and a finite geometry is said to27

have order n if every line contains n+1 points (Dembowski28

1968).29

All finite projective geometries have been classified with30

the exception of those having exactly two dimensions—the31

projective planes. The first order for which it is theoretically32

uncertain if a projective plane exists is n = 10. Determining33

if such a projective plane exists has become known as Lam’s34

problem after the work of (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 1989)35

experimentally showed that such a plane does not exist—36

work that was later independently verified by (Roy 2011).37

As pointed out by (Heule, Kullmann, and Marek 2017)38

there are currently three kinds of solvers that are used to39
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solve large but finite decision problems like Lam’s prob- 40

lem: special purpose solvers, constraint satisfaction solvers, 41

and satisfiability (SAT) solvers. They note that recently SAT 42

solvers have become so strong that they are “the best solu- 43

tion in most cases”. Even still, they note that some problems 44

such as Lam’s problem have only been solved by special- 45

purpose means: 46

An example where only a solution by [special purpose 47

solvers] is known is the determination that there is no 48

projective plane of order 10. . . 49

We remedy this situation by using a SAT solver to resolve 50

the most challenging subcase of Lam’s problem. Together 51

with the recent SAT-based results of (Bright et al. 2020a,b) 52

this provides a complete resolution of Lam’s problem with 53

all of the exhaustive search work completed by SAT solvers. 54

The previous searches done in Lam’s problem remain fan- 55

tastic achivements, but a SAT-based resolution has two pri- 56

mary advantages. First, it is more verifiable: a third party can 57

check the nonexistence certificates for themselves and (once 58

they believe in the encoding) be convinced in the nonex- 59

istence of a projective plane of order ten without having 60

to trust a search procedure. Second, using well-tested SAT 61

solvers to perform the search is less error-prone than writing 62

special-purpose search code—a reality of developing soft- 63

ware for computer-assisted proofs is that it is extremely dif- 64

ficult to make custom-written code both correct and effi- 65

cient (Lam 1990). 66

Indeed, our results uncover discrepancies with both the 67

original 1989 search and its 2011 independent verifica- 68

tion. As we detail in section 2, the first two steps of 69

Lam et al.’s search are to enumerate what are known as 70

A1s and A2s. Our work agrees with the previous searches 71

that up to isomorphism there are 66 possiblilities for the 72

A1s. However, our count for the A2 possibilities disagrees 73

with both of the counts of (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 1989) 74

and (Roy 2011)—works which differ between themselves 75

as well (see Section 5). We generate certificates that demon- 76

strate our A2 search is complete (see Section 4) and verify 77

the certificates with a proof verifier. These certificates were 78

generated with the assistance of the symbolic computation 79

library Traces (McKay and Piperno 2014)—but we describe 80

how one can verify the certificates without needing to trust 81

the output of the library. 82

Our work does not provide a completely formal proof of 83



the nonexistence of a projective plane of order ten because84

we rely on results that currently have no formal computer-85

verifiable proofs. In particular, we rely on a result of (Carter86

1974) that the error-correcting code associated with a hy-87

pothetical projective plane of order ten must contain words88

that are referred to as weight 15, weight 16, or ‘primitive’89

weight 19 words. The former two cases were first ruled out90

by the searches of (MacWilliams, Sloane, and Thompson91

1973) and (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 1986) and were recently92

settled via SAT-based nonexistence certificates (Bright et al.93

2020a,b). The primitive weight 19 search is by far the most94

challenging—it was ruled out by (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz95

1989) and it is the case that we consider in our work.96

Our work does provide a possible avenue for constructing97

a formal proof: by deriving our SAT encoding and the math-98

ematical results that we rely on inside a formal proof sys-99

tem. This would be a significant undertaking but is in prin-100

ciple possible with current tools. In fact, results that were101

recently proven using SAT solvers such as the resolution102

of the Boolean Pythagorean triples problem (Heule, Kull-103

mann, and Marek 2016) and a case of the Erdős discrepancy104

conjecture (Konev and Lisitsa 2014) have since had formal105

proofs generated based on the SAT encoding (Cruz-Filipe,106

Marques-Silva, and Schneider-Kamp 2018; Keller 2019).107

2 Background108

We now provide the necessary background in order to un-109

derstand our results. In particular, we outline the cube-110

and-conquer satisfiability solving paradigm, describe Lam’s111

problem from projective geometry, describe the subcase for112

which we provide nonexistence certificates, and outline the113

symmetry breaking methods exploited by the nonexistence114

certificates.115

2.1 Cube-and-conquer116

The cube-and-conquer satisfiability solving paradigm was117

developed by (Heule et al. 2011) for solving hard combina-118

torial problems. The method uses two kinds of SAT solvers119

in two stages: First, a “cubing solver” splits a satisfiabil-120

ity instance into a large number distinct subproblems speci-121

fied by cubes—formulas of the form l1 ∧ · · · ∧ ln where li122

are variables or negated variables. Second, for each cube123

a “conquering solver” solves the original instance under124

the assumption that the cube is true. The cube-and-conquer125

method tends to be effective at quickly solving large satisfi-126

ability instances when the cubing solver can generate many127

cubes encoding subproblems of approximately equal diffi-128

culty. It has since been applied to solve huge combinato-129

rial problems such as the Boolean Pythagorean triples prob-130

lem (Heule, Kullmann, and Marek 2017) and the computa-131

tion of the fifth Schur number (Heule 2018).132

2.2 Lam’s problem133

Projective geometry was formalized by mathematicians in134

the 1600s though its roots date back to the work of Pap-135

pus of Alexandria in the 4th century. In the 1800s projective136

geometry became extensively studied—including projective137

geometries that contain only a finite number of points (von138

Staudt 1856). The only finite projective geometries that re- 139

main to be classified are those in two dimensions and such 140

objects are known as projective planes. 141

Projective planes consist of an incidence relationship be- 142

tween points and lines such that any two distinct lines in- 143

tersect in a unique point and any two distinct points are on a 144

unique line. To avoid trivial cases we also require that not all 145

(or all but one) of the points lie on the same line. These ax- 146

ioms imply that all lines contain the same number of points 147

and the plane contains the same number of points and lines. 148

If each line has n+1 points then the projective plane said to 149

be of order n and it will contain exactly n2 + n+ 1 points. 150

If A is the {0, 1} incidence matrix encoding which points lie 151

on which lines then the projective plane axioms imply that 152

the off-diagonal entries of the matrices AAT and ATA are 153

exactly 1. Two vectors are said to intersect if they share a 1 in 154

the same position and therefore the projective plane axioms 155

imply that any two rows or columns of A must intersect. 156

Projective planes are known to exist in all orders that 157

are prime powers but despite extensive study no projective 158

planes in any other orders are known and it has been con- 159

jectured that the order of a projective plane must be a prime 160

power (Weisstein 2002). Certain orders including six have 161

been theoretically ruled out (Bruck and Ryser 1949) leav- 162

ing n = 10 as the first uncertain order—until the computa- 163

tional search of (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 1989) did not find 164

a plane of order ten. 165

Lam et al.’s search was based on properties of the 166

incidence matrix A of a hypothetical projective plane 167

of order ten. In particular, the results of (Carter 1974) 168

and (MacWilliams, Sloane, and Thompson 1973) imply that 169

the words of Hamming weight 19 in the rowspace of A 170

(mod 2) are of three possible forms (called oval, 16-type, and 171

primitive) and there must exist some 16-type or primitive 172

words. However, the searches of (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 173

1986) ruled out the existence of 16-type words and (Lam, 174

Thiel, and Swiercz 1989) ruled out the existence of primi- 175

tive words. 176

2.3 Primitive weight 19 words 177

The most challenging case in the resolution of Lam’s prob- 178

lem is to show the nonexistence of primitive weight 19 179

words. The existence of such words greatly constrains the 180

structure of the incidence matrix A of a projective plane of 181

order ten—in particular, A can be decomposed into a 3 × 2 182

collection of submatrices as shown in Figure 1. The row 183

sums of the submatrices were derived in (Carter 1974) and 184

the column sums (that depend on a parameter k counting 185

how many 1s appear in the first six rows of a column) were 186

derived in (Lam, Crossfield, and Thiel 1985). We follow the 187

labelling scheme that appears in the latter work. 188

Once A1 has been fixed this uniquely determines A3 189

and A4 without loss of generality (Lam, Crossfield, and 190

Thiel 1985). There are typically a large number of possi- 191

bilities for A2, though this number can be reduced by only 192

considering nonisomorphic A2s under the symmetry group 193

of A1 (see Section 2.4). Once all the possible A2s have been 194

determined the search of Lam et al. continued by attempting 195

to extend each A2 into the A5 submatrix. In no case was a 196
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Figure 1: Structure of the incidence matrix of a projective
plane of order ten containing a primitive weight 19 word.
The numbers outside the matrices count the number of rows
or columns in each submatrix.

completion of A5 found, thereby disproving the existence of197

the complete matrix A.198

2.4 Symmetry groups199

Two incidence matrices are said to be isomorphic if one can200

be transformed into the other through row or column per-201

mutations. The symmetry group of a matrix is the set of row202

and column permutations that fix all entries of the matrix.203

When the symmetry group of a submatrix of A (such as A1204

in Figure 1) is large the search starting from that subma-205

trix tends to include a lot of isomorphic matrices. To avoid206

searching through a space containing many isomorphic ma-207

trices an important optimization is to detect and remove as208

many symmetries as early in the search as possible.209

(Lam, Crossfield, and Thiel 1985) found that up to is-210

morphism there are exactly 66 possible ways of complet-211

ing the submatrix A1; an explicit list containing each pos-212

sible case is available in (Kaski and Östergård 2006). Lam213

et al. show how to remove 21 of those possibilies by vari-214

ous argumentation. Computational searches were performed215

for each of the remaining 45 possibilities and (Lam, Thiel,216

and Swiercz 1989) found 639,624 nonisomorphic ways of217

extending these A1s to A2s. Our count differs from that of218

Lam et al.—see Section 5 for details.219

3 SAT encoding220

We now describe the SAT encoding used in our instances221

in three parts—corresponding to the three steps of Lam222

et al.’s search. First, a single SAT instance determines the223

possibilities for the A1s (i.e., the upper left 6 × 19 matrix224

in Figure 1). Second, for each possible A1 a new instance225

determines the possibilities for the A2s. Third, for each pos-226

sible A2 a new instance determines that the matrix cannot be227

completed to a full incidence matrix A. For efficiency rea-228

sons many constraints are dropped from the third set of in-229

stances. This results in a small number of solutions to these230

instances which are then shown to not complete by adding231

back in some of the constraints (see Section 4.3).232

In each of these instances we use the Boolean variable233

ai,j to represent that the (i, j)th entry of A contains a 1.234

Note that since A defines a projective plane none of its lines235

intersect twice; in other words, for every pair of distinct236

indices (i, j) there do not exist another pair of distinct in-237

dices (k, l) such that all the variables {ai,k, ai,l, aj,k, aj,l}238

are true. Thus, each of our SAT instances include clauses of239

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Figure 2: On the left the A1 of the first case is shown. On the
right the upper-left 25× 5 submatrix of its associated A2 is
shown—this submatrix is completely determined under the
assumption that its rows are lexicographically ordered.

the form ¬ai,k ∨ ¬ai,l ∨ ¬aj,k ∨ ¬aj,l where i and j are in- 240

dices of the rows under consideration and j and l are indices 241

of the columns under consideration. 242

3.1 A1 encoding 243

An A1 is a 6× 19 matrix with {0, 1} entries containing ex- 244

actly five 1s in each row and no two rows having more than 245

a single 1 in the same location. Furthermore, the rows and 246

columns of an A1 may be lexicographically ordered with- 247

out loss of generality (Knuth 2015, cf. exercise 495). More- 248

over, lexicographic constraints can simply be encoded into 249

Boolean logic (Knuth 2015, cf. equation 169). To enforce 250

the fact that the row sum of each row is 5 we use the se- 251

quential counter cardinality encoding (Sinz 2005)—cf. ex- 252

ercise 30 (Knuth 2015). 253

In order to find all possible A1s we exhaustively search 254

for solutions of the above SAT instance. Whenever a solu- 255

tion S is found the blocking clause
∨

S|=p ¬p (where S |= p 256

means the variable p is true in S) is added to the SAT in- 257

stance and the solver is restarted; this produces 3366 solu- 258

tions. To check the A1s for equivalence we construct the in- 259

cidence graph of the matrix (Kaski and Östergård 2006) and 260

use the library Traces (McKay and Piperno 2014) to discard 261

the A1s whose incidence graphs are isomorphic to those of 262

previously found A1s. 263

3.2 A2 encoding 264

An A2 is a 37×19 matrix with {0, 1} entries containing ex- 265

actly three 1s in each row and no two rows having more than 266

a single 1 in the same location. Furthermore, in the complete 267

incidence matrix A the A2 appears directly below an A1 and 268

this completely determines the number of 1s that appear in 269

each column (see Figure 1). Because the rows of A2 may be 270

permuted freely without loss of generality we assume that 271

the rows of A2 are lexicographically sorted. The row sum, 272

column sum, and lexicographic constraints are each encoded 273

in the same way as in the A1 encoding. 274

The A2 SAT instances may now be exhaustively solved 275

similar to how the A1 SAT instance is solved and this pro- 276

duces over 56 million solutions. Due to the large number 277

of solutions it is much more efficient to employ symmetry 278

removal during the solving process. To this end we adapt 279

the “recorded objects” method of isomorph-free exhaustive 280

generation (Kaski and Östergård 2006) to the SAT context. 281

In order to do this we first split the A2 search space into a 282



number of successive levels, where each level successively283

fills in more of the A2 matrix.284

Note that the first row of A1 is 15014 (as a binary vec-285

tor) because its columns are lexicographically ordered. Thus286

the first five columns pairwise intersect in A1 and so will not287

intersect at all in A2. It follows that the column sum and lex-288

icographic constraints completely fix the first five columns289

of A2. For example, Figure 2 contains one possible A1 and290

the first five columns of the A2 generated by this A1. The set291

of rows of A2 can be split into levels based on which rows292

are identical in the first five columns. For example, the levels293

of the A2 in Figure 2 consist of the first row of A2 and then294

the rows 2–4, 5–11, 12–18, 19–25, and the remaining rows295

26–37 (consisting of zeros in the first five columns).296

Our exhaustive search proceeds by finding completions297

of the entries in each successive level. At each level iso-298

morphism removal is performed on the completions found299

at that level. When multiple completions are isomorphic to300

each other only a single one of those completions is used for301

the purposes of completing the next level.302

When a completion of a level is found, the incidence303

graph of the A1 and A2 (up to the given level) is formed and304

passed to the Traces library. Traces generates a certificate of305

the incidence graph and if the certificate is new the comple-306

tion is recorded as a new solution of the current level. If the307

certificate has been previously seen, the incidence graph is308

compared to the incidence graphs of the previously found309

completions to verify that it is indeed isomorphic to one310

of them. Once it has been verified that the completion is311

isomorphic to a previously found completion the new com-312

pletion is discarded. Formally, a blocking clause
∨

S|=p ¬p313

is added to the SAT instance, where S consists of the as-314

signment formed by the completion to be discarded (up to315

the given level). The solver is then resumed—the blocking316

clause being added to the SAT instance on-the-fly, i.e., pro-317

grammatically (Ganesh et al. 2012).318

This procedure requires keeping track of the nonisomor-319

phic completions (and their certificates) that are found at320

each level as the search is progressing but its advantage321

is that symmetries are detected and removed much earlier322

than they would otherwise be if isomorphism removal was323

only performed at the final level. Moreover, the search is324

still exhaustive in the sense that all nonisomorphic A2s will325

be found. Formally, we state the following theorem whose326

proof appears in the supplementary material.327

Theorem 1. If the A2 SAT instances are solved with iso-328

morphism removal performed after the completion of each329

level then the solver will record exactly one representative330

from each equivalence class of A2 completions.331

3.3 Main encoding332

We now describe our main encoding of determining the333

nonexistence of A containing a given A1 and A2. First, there334

is a unique way of completing A3 (assuming a lexicographic335

ordering of its rows) because its row sums are 1. Similarly,336

there is a unique way of completing A4 because its columns337

have at most two 1s (having k ≥ 3 in the rightmost column338

of Figure 1 is impossible). We complete the columns of A4339

Figure 3: The A1 of case 66 (upper left) and its associated
A4 (upper right). One particular row of an A2 is shown
(lower left) and the form of its completion in A5 is shown
(lower right). Each of the gray rectangles contain a single 1
and there are another five 1s on the row—ordered here to
appear as soon as possible.

with column sum 2 first (adding a single column of this form 340

for each pair of lines that do not already intersect in the first 341

19 columns) and assume a lexicographic ordering of the re- 342

maining columns. Figure 3 shows one possible A1 and its 343

associated A4. 344

The columns of an A4 can be split into blocks where 345

the ith block consists of the columns containing a 1 in the ith 346

row. The columns not incident to any of the first six blocks 347

are called outside columns. For example, in Figure 3 the 348

first block consists of column 20 and columns 24–28 and 349

the columns 52–56 are outside columns. 350

The columns of A5 that are identical in A4 can be taken to 351

appear in lexicographic order without loss of generality—in 352

other words, we assume that the columns within each block 353

(except for those with column sum 2 in A4) are lexicograph- 354

ically sorted. Similarly, the rows in A5 that are identical 355

in A3 are assumed to appear in lexicographic order. 356

At this point we could simply encode the row sums, col- 357

umn sums, and lexicographic constraints using the same en- 358

coding that was used in the A1 and A2 encodings. The work 359

of Lam et al. imply these instances are unsatisfiable, but we 360

optimized the encoding in order to reduce the amount of 361

computational resources required to prove unsatisfiability. 362

In particular, we did not use all 92 columns of A5 be- 363

cause this resulted in an excessive number of constraints. In- 364

stead, we selected between 4 and 6 blocks (see Section 3.4) 365

from each instance and only used the constraints appearing 366

in those blocks. In this context the row sum constraints no 367

longer apply and we ignore the column sum constraints in 368

the bottom (last 68 rows) of A5. Instead, we use an alter- 369

native encoding that directly enforces incidences that the 370

first 19 columns have in A5. We also use an improved lexi- 371

cographic encoding taking into account the form of the rows 372

or columns being ordered. 373

Incidence constraints The first 19 columns of A are 374

known in each SAT instance; say Cj denotes the set of row 375

indices of the 1s in column j with 1 ≤ j ≤ 19. The axioms 376

of a projective plane imply that any two columns intersect— 377

thus for each pair of column indices (j, k) with 1 ≤ j ≤ 19 378

and k in the blocks we are completing we include the clause 379∨
i∈Cj

ai,k. Similarly, if Ri denotes the set of column in- 380

dices of the 1s in row i we include clauses of the form 381∨
j∈Ri

ak,j where 7 ≤ k ≤ 111 and block i is being com- 382

pleted. 383

Lexicographic constraints Consider the columns of a 384

block that have a single 1 in A4 (e.g., columns 24–28 in 385



Figure 3). By Figure 1 we know there are exactly three 1s386

in the first 43 rows of these columns (two of which appear387

in A5). If i and i′ are the row indices of the 1s in column j388

that is not the final column in a block then the lexicographic389

ordering of the columns implies that Ai∗,j+1 = 0 for all390

7 ≤ i∗ < min(i, i′). Translating this into conjunctive nor-391

mal form, we include the clauses ¬ai,j ∨ ¬ai′,j ∨ ¬ai∗,j+1392

for all 7 ≤ i∗ < i′ < i ≤ 43 and all columns j that have393

a single 1 in A4 (except for the final column in a block).394

This generalizes the lexicographic encoding of (Bright et al.395

2020b) and is also the encoding used for the row lexico-396

graphic constraints.397

These constraints uniquely fix certain entries. For exam-398

ple, if the bottom row of Figure 3 was the first row in A2399

then the leftmost entry in each gray rectangle would have400

to be 1. In our main instances we reorder the rows of A2 to401

maximize the number of mutually intersecting rows at the402

top in order to fix as many entries as possible.403

Partial isomorphism removal constraints These con-404

straints are optional and do not apply in most cases—405

including all of the hardest cases—though when they do406

apply they effectively constrain the search. They encode407

the “extra partial isomorphism testing” condition of (Lam,408

Thiel, and Swiercz 1989). Briefly, if two of the first six rows409

intersect after the first 19 columns then the vector formed410

by adding (mod 2) these rows to 119092 (as a binary vec-411

tor) forms a new vector that intersects six rows of A five412

times each. The specific six rows vary between cases but413

may quickly be determined in each case by examining A1414

and A2. There are only a small number of ways of complet-415

ing those six rows and each way must be isomorphic to one416

of the 66 possibilities for A1. If the completion corresponds417

to a case that has already been solved then a clause block-418

ing that completion can be included in the SAT instance as it419

cannot lead to a solution. If the A1 cases are ordered so that420

those with the fewest number of A2s are solved first then421

about 22% of A2s have all of their completions isomorphic422

to previously solved cases.423

3.4 Block selection424

Each of our SAT instances used the columns from 4 to 6425

blocks. We used two different methods of selecting the426

blocks: a simple method which was used in the easiest cases427

and a more involved method which was used in the hardest428

cases and which we experimentally found was about 4 to 5429

times faster in those cases.430

Inside block method This method was used on the cases431

with two or more columns with column sum 2 in A4—these432

tend to be the easiest cases. This method simply selects five433

blocks (i.e., ignores a single block) chosen to maximize the434

number of intersections that occur in the first six rows of435

the selected blocks. For example, in Figure 3 blocks 5 and 6436

have the most intersections in A4 so they are chosen. Ad-437

ditionally, blocks 1 and 2 are chosen since they intersect438

blocks 5 and 6. If possible, the block that is ignored is a439

block that has no intersections in A4; otherwise, one of the440

remaining blocks with a single intersection in A4 is ignored441

(e.g., block 3 in Figure 3).442

Outside block method This method was used on the cases 443

with at most a single column with column sum 2 in A4— 444

these tend to be the hardest cases because of the lack of in- 445

tersections between blocks in A4 (which tend to produce 446

conflicts leading to quick proofs of unsatisfiability). Thus, 447

in these cases we used a seventh “outside” block that shares 448

columns with as many of the first six (or inside) blocks as 449

possible. 450

First, we choose a “special” line in the first 37 rows of 451

A5 which includes points in as many inside blocks as possi- 452

ble. For example, in Figure 3 the line at the bottom includes 453

points from the blocks 1, 3, and 6, though in some cases a 454

line can be found that is incident to all six inside blocks. 455

The remaining points on the special line become the outside 456

block. For example, in Figure 3 the outside block would in- 457

clude the last five columns of the diagram if the bottom line 458

was selected as the special line. 459

The SAT instance only uses blocks incident to the special 460

line and the blocks (if any) that intersect in the first six rows. 461

Additionally, in order to reduce the number of constraints 462

one inside block is dropped from the instance (so long as at 463

least four blocks in total are selected). The dropped block is 464

selected to have the fewest number of rows with unassigned 465

entries in common with the other blocks. Such a block is 466

the least likely to produce conflicts—since conflicts between 467

two blocks occur in rows where both blocks have unassigned 468

entries. 469

4 Certificates 470

In this section we describe the certificates from our reso- 471

lution of Lam’s problem and how a third party can verify 472

them. We use several kinds of certificates based on the differ- 473

ent parts of the search. First, we provide a certificate which 474

specifies the possible cases for A1. For each A1 we provide 475

another certificate specifying each of the ways (if any) of 476

extending that A1 to A2, and similarly for each A2 we pro- 477

vide a certificate specifying each of the ways (if any) of ex- 478

tending that A2 to the selected blocks (as described in Sec- 479

tion 3.4) of A5. Finally, we provide certificates showing all 480

completions of the selected blocks do not extend to a com- 481

plete A and thereby resolve Lam’s problem. Our certificates 482

are based on the DRAT (deletion resolution asymmetric tau- 483

tology) format (Wetzler, Heule, and Hunt Jr. 2014) which is 484

a standard format used for verifying the unsatisfiability of 485

SAT instances. 486

4.1 A1 certificate 487

The A1 certificate consists of a DRAT proof that the A1 SAT 488

instance adjoined with 3366 blocking clauses (one for each 489

solution of the original instance) is unsatisfiable, thus pro- 490

viding all solutions of the original instance. Furthermore, a 491

separate certificate (produced by the library Traces) contains 492

an explicit permutation of the rows and columns of each so- 493

lution that produces a unique canonical form in each case. 494

Using these permutations one can verify each solution is iso- 495

morphic to one of 66 A1s, providing an upper bound on the 496

number of A1s that need to be considered—all that is strictly 497

necessary to verify the resolution of Lam’s problem. 498



Traces also provides the elements of the symmetry group499

of each A1. One can verify this output without needing to500

trust Traces’ implementation; it is straightforward to ver-501

ify that the permutations produced by Traces do in fact fix502

the entries of A1 and one can independently check (e.g., by503

hand) that the size of the symmetry group is correct.504

4.2 A2 certificates505

The A2 certificates consist of DRAT proofs of unsatisfi-506

ability for each A2 SAT instance adjoined with blocking507

clauses for every solution found and blocking clauses for508

every (possibly partial) completion that is isomorphic to a509

recorded completion (as described in Section 3.2). Accom-510

panying each solution and partial completion is a set of row511

and column permutations (provided by Traces) for translat-512

ing the solution or partial completion into a canonical form.513

In order to verify one of the certificates, one needs to ver-514

ify that (1) the DRAT proof does indeed show the unsatisfia-515

bility of the augmented SAT instance, and (2) the canonical516

form of each (partial or complete) solution is equal to the517

canonical form of one of the recorded nonisomorphic com-518

pletions.519

By Theorem 1 this shows that the set of solutions consists520

of exactly one solution from each equivalence class of solu-521

tions to the original SAT instance. Moreover, each blocked522

clause is independently justified (without trusting Traces) to523

block one of the recorded solutions or to block a partial com-524

pletion isomorphic to a recorded partial completion.525

The fact that each of the recorded solutions are noniso-526

morphic to each other does rely on trusting Traces’ canon-527

ical form. In order to verify the resolution of Lam’s prob-528

lem it is not strictly necessary to verify the recorded A2s are529

nonisomorphic—however, in order to verify (without trust-530

ing Traces) that our A2 counts did not include extraneous531

cases we also performed a verification that all recorded so-532

lutions were nonisomorphic of each other.533

Note that all A2s that are isomorphic to a given A2 can be534

generated through the symmetry group of its associated A1;535

up to row permutations any two isomorphic A2s must be536

isomorphic to each other via a permutation in the symmetry537

group of A1. Additionally, as mentioned in Section 4.1, the538

symmetry group of each A1 can be verified without trusting539

Traces. No two recorded A2s are isomorphic to each other540

under the symmetries of their associated A1, thereby show-541

ing each of the recorded A2s are indeed mutually noniso-542

morphic. This can be exhaustively verified by applying ev-543

ery A1 symmetry group permutation to every recorded A2.544

4.3 Main certificates545

The main certificates consist of DRAT proofs of unsatisfia-546

bility for each of the SAT instances described in Section 3.3547

adjoined with blocking clauses for the completions (if any)548

of the blocks selected to appear in the SAT instance. The ma-549

jority of SAT instances had no completions but in about 3%550

of them completions were found—see the supplementary551

material for one explicit such completion.552

An individual certificate for each completion can be gen-553

erated showing that the completion does not extend to a554

complete incidence matrix A. Alternatively, it is more ef- 555

ficient to generate one certificate for each case A1 showing 556

that none of the completions found in that case can be ex- 557

tended. In order to do this, we generate a SAT instance for 558

each A1 that includes the variables and constraints from all 559

six inside blocks and those from the outside block columns 560

appearing in each completion. Each completion C found for 561

that A1 is specified as a set of incremental assumption unit 562

clauses (Audemard, Lagniez, and Simon 2013). Once the 563

solver finds no solutions while assuming
∧

C|=p p it moves 564

on to the next set of assumptions. This “incremental” solve 565

produces a single DRAT certificate which proves the clause 566∨
C|=p ¬p for each completion C under consideration— 567

thereby demonstrating that these completions C cannot be 568

extended to all six inside blocks. This verifies that a full 569

completion of A cannot in fact exist. 570

5 Results 571

Our SAT instances are generated by Python scripts that will 572

be published as free software and from which the certifi- 573

cates can be generated; the A1 and A2 certificates will 574

also be made available on a public repository. Unless oth- 575

erwise specified we solve the SAT instances using Maple- 576

SAT (Liang et al. 2016) and verify the certificates using 577

GRATgen (Lammich 2017) run on Linux using at most 4GB 578

of memory. We solve the main instances on a cluster of In- 579

tel E5 cores at 2.1 GHz and solve the other instances on an 580

Intel i7 core at 2.7 GHz. 581

5.1 A1 and A2 results 582

The A1 instance can be generated and solved in a few sec- 583

onds. The resulting certificate (about 1MB) shows that there 584

are 3366 total solutions of the SAT instance and 3300 of 585

them are isomorphic to one of the remaining 66 A1s. We la- 586

bel these A1s using the case numbers given in (Kaski and 587

Östergård 2006). 588

The A2 instances are generated and solved in about 25 589

minutes and produce a total of 650,370 nonisomorphic A2s. 590

The resulting certificates along with the canonical form la- 591

belings provided by Traces total about 7GB. Fifteen cases (4, 592

10, 14, 19, 28–31, 35, 40, 44, 45, 59, 61, and 62) are found 593

to have no A2s. Five cases (32, 38, 54, 57, and 64) imply 594

the existence of a word of weight 16 in A’s rowspace (Lam, 595

Crossfield, and Thiel 1985) and previous searches (Carter 596

1974; Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 1986) and certificates (Bright 597

et al. 2020b) demonstrates the nonexistence of such a word. 598

Case 52 is eliminated by a theoretical argument (Lam, 599

Crossfield, and Thiel 1985), leaving 45 remaining cases to 600

solve. 601

Our counts for the number of nonisomorphic A2s in the 602

remaining 45 cases match those of (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 603

1989) in all but the eight cases shown in Table 1. The inde- 604

pendent verification (Roy 2011) does not provide the num- 605

ber of A2s found in each case but their total A2 count is in- 606

consistent with both the counts of Lam et al. and the counts 607

provided by our certificates. It is unclear what caused the 608

discrepancy between these searches—the previous searches 609

did not produce certificates and by personal communication 610



Case Lam Our Work Case Lam Our Work
11 7397 7059 39 1010 505
12 10,966 10,635 56 1554 794
16 5958 8040 58 4329 4188
23 8033 7971 66 662 168

Table 1: The A2 counts given by (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz
1989) that differ with the counts given by our work.

we have been informed that the code and data from the pre-611

vious searches are no longer available.612

The method described in Section 4.2 of checking that613

the generated A2s are mutually nonisomorphic generates614

56,157,420 total A2s. Adding these A2s as blocking clauses615

to the original A2 instances produces unsatisfiable instances616

that provide a second verification that no A2s were missed617

(and without relying on Theorem 1). However, the instances618

generated in this way took about 150 times longer to solve.619

5.2 Main results620

The 45 remaining cases have a total of 639,075 nonisomor-621

phic A2s between them. SAT instances are generated for622

each of these and are simplified using the solver CADI-623

CAL (Biere 2019) run for 20,000 conflicts. In total this sim-624

plification uses about 400 hours and determines that 166,408625

of the instances are unsatisfiable.626

The remaining simplified instances are processed using627

the “cubing” solver March_cu (Heule et al. 2011). We dis-628

abled the default cubing cutoff of this solver in favor of a629

cutoff based on the number of free variables in the subprob-630

lems specified by each cube. More precisely, when the num-631

ber of free variables in a subproblem drops below a provided632

bound no more cubing occurs in that subproblem. The cub-633

ing bound is controlled by March_cu’s -n parameter, but634

we modified March_cu so that the auxillary variables from635

the cardinality constraints are not considered free. The cut-636

off bound was experimentally chosen by randomly selecting637

up to several hundred instances from each case and deter-638

mining a bound that minimizes the sum of the cubing and639

conquering times. Ultimately, the cubing solver produces640

over 312 million cubes and uses about 1200 hours.641

The simplified SAT instances are solved using the con-642

quering solver MapleSAT with the cubes produced by643

March_cu. This requires about 15,000 total core hours or644

about 16 hours of real time when simultaneously distributed645

across 30 machines with 32 cores each. In each instance the646

DRAT proof produced by MapleSAT is concatenated with647

the simplification proof produced by CADICAL. The com-648

bined proofs total about 110TB in a binary format and are649

used to verify that each of the original SAT instances (after650

adding blocking clauses for each solution found by Maple-651

SAT) are unsatisfiable. It is possible that each solution found652

by MapleSAT leads to more than one solution of the origi-653

nal SAT instance because variables are eliminated during the654

simplification process. Regardless, the DRAT proofs show655

that the solutions found by MapleSAT are exhaustive in the656

sense that any satisfying assignment of the original SAT in- 657

stance must extend a solution found by MapleSAT. 658

MapleSAT finds 24,882 partial solutions and these are all 659

shown to not extend to a full incidence matrix in a total 660

of about 6 minutes. These certificates are about 4GB and 661

are checked with DRAT-trim (Wetzler, Heule, and Hunt Jr. 662

2014) in forward checking mode. The default backward 663

checking mode can not be used as these certificates are gen- 664

erated using incremental assumptions and therefore prove 665

the negation of each set of assumptions rather than an empty 666

clause. 667

6 Conclusion 668

In this paper we have completed a resolution of Lam’s 669

problem from finite geometry—the problem of showing the 670

nonexistence of a projective plane of order ten. Extensive 671

searches solved this problem in a landmark result in the 672

1980s and this result remains one of the most significant 673

results in computational combinatorial classification. Our 674

work improves on these searches by producing certificates 675

that can be verified by a third party using a proof verifier. 676

In contrast to the previous resolutions of Lam’s problem 677

our work is less error-prone in the sense that it does not re- 678

quire writing custom-purpose search algorithms. Instead, we 679

reduce the problem to SAT and use SAT solvers to perform 680

all of the exhaustive searches. Our work demonstrates the 681

benefits of this approach, as we uncover inconsistencies with 682

both the original search and an independent confirmation. 683

Moreover, our search provides the fastest known demon- 684

stration of the nonexistence of primitive weight 19 words 685

in a projective plane of order ten (in part due to increases 686

in computational capacity). Our search shows this nonex- 687

istence result using about 24 months on desktop CPUs 688

(at 2.1 GHz), while (Roy 2011) used about 27 months on 689

desktop CPUs (at 2.4 GHz) and (Lam, Thiel, and Swiercz 690

1989) used about 27 months on a VAX 11/780 and about 3 691

months on a CRAY-1A. 692

As previously mentioned our work does not provide a for- 693

mal proof resolving Lam’s problem because it relies on some 694

theoretical results that currently have no computer verifiable 695

proofs as well as some unverified scripts that generate and 696

solve the SAT instances. As future work we would like to see 697

a completely formal verification based on a SAT encoding. 698

This will likely be a significant challenge due to the amount 699

of theoretical results that the encoding relies on as well as 700

the extensive parallelization that is seemingly necessary in 701

order to check the proof in a reasonable amount of time. 702
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A SAT-based Resolution of Lam’s Problem: Supplementary Material

One partial completion of A found by our main search.
Black entries represent 1, white entries represent 0, and each
gray rectangle contains a single 1. This particular comple-
tion consists of an outside block along with the inside blocks
3, 4, and 5. As mentioned in the main text, the rows of the
A2 have been reordered from lexicographic order—instead
the first row is incident to as many inside blocks as possible
and the number of mutually intersecting rows in A2 at the
top is maximized.

Theorem 1. If the A2 SAT instances are solved with iso- 1

morphism removal performed after the completion of each 2

level then the solver will record exactly one representative 3

from each equivalence class of A2 completions. 4

Proof. Because isomorphism removal will be performed af- 5

ter the final level (i.e., after finding a complete A2) at most 6

one solution from each equivalence class will be recorded. 7

Next, we must show that at least one solution from each 8

equivalence class will be recorded. Suppose for the sake of 9

contradiction that there is a solution S that is not recorded 10

(and no solutions isomorphic to S are recorded). Let Sl de- 11

note the submatrix of S up to and including level l. Since S0 12

(the empty matrix) will be recorded at the beginning of the 13

search and S = S6 is not recorded there must be a level l 14

such that Sl−1 is recorded but Sl is not recorded. 15

Since Sl−1 is recorded the solver will examine all pos- 16

sible ways of completing Sl−1 to level l and thus will en- 17

counter Sl in the search. Since Sl will be found but not 18

recorded, there must be some isomorphic S′l that was pre- 19

viously recorded. Let ϕ be the permuation of rows and 20

columns that sends Sl to S′l and let ϕ(S) denote applying 21

the permutations of ϕ to S followed by resorting its rows (as 22

the lexicographic ordering of the rows after the first l levels 23

may be disturbed). This resorting does not affect the first l 24

levels of ϕ(S) as these rows are already sorted and lexico- 25

graphically greater than the rows after the first l levels. Thus 26

ϕ(S) is an A2 isomorphic to S whose first l levels consist of 27

S′l and are therefore recorded. 28

Now there must be a new level l′ with l < l′ such that the 29

first l′ − 1 levels of ϕ(S) are recorded but the first l′ lev- 30

els are not recorded. Repeating the above reasoning we find 31

a recorded matrix isomorphic to the first l′ levels of ϕ(S) 32

and proceeding inductively we arrive at a recorded matrix 33

containing all levels and that is isomorphic to S, a contra- 34

diction. 35

Note that one must be careful when isomorphism removal 36

is performed in order to ensure completeness—the proof of 37

Theorem 1 requires that isomorphism removal is performed 38

following the completion of each level. The theorem will 39

not necessarily hold if isomorphism removal is performed 40

following the completion of each row, for example. 41



Case Inequiv. Total
1 20,129 11,530,368
2 11,861 9,014,784
3 2,501 1,888,512
5 5,219 7,704,576
6 111,538 5,347,968
7 13,211 840,704
8 110,879 3,542,944
9 87,807 702,456

11 7,059 225,632
12 10,635 1,020,576
13 11,961 574,128
15 43,719 697,936
16 8,040 192,960
17 9,110 145,760
18 3,406 162,552
20 27,221 3,918,672
21 9,410 2,019,744
22 18,947 452,496
23 7,971 191,304
24 17,102 546,960
25 21,180 338,816
26 18,970 151,760
27 1,759 84,432
32 2,052 570,528
33 16,509 131,888
34 673 10,768
36 5,166 646,464
37 3,215 77,160
38 5,445 516,096
39 505 12,120
41 10,102 80,816
42 1,679 52,896
43 4,855 38,840
46 50 13,632
47 912 21,888
48 863 40,496
49 101 1,255,680
50 1,064 291,600
51 3,685 174,384
52 604 43,488
53 182 103,104
54 1,458 409,536
55 3,656 115,224
56 794 12,432
57 601 56,400
58 4,188 33,320
60 90 6,264
63 196 6,000
64 1,135 101,760
65 787 35,948
66 168 2,648

Total 650,370 56,157,420

Table 1: Counts for the number of inequivalent A2s (up to
isomorphism) and the total number of A2s in each case.
Cases that are not listed have no A2s.


